Exploring the aggregation-prone regions from structural domains of human TDP-43.
TDP-43 (transactive- response DNA binding protein) amazes structural biologist as its aberrant ubiquitinated cytosolic inclusions is largely involved in neurodegenerative diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD). An important question in TDP-43 research is to identify the structural region mediating the formation of cytoplasmic pathological aggregates. In this study, we attempted to delineate the aggregation-prone sequences of the structural domain of TDP-43. Here, we investigated the self-assembly of peptides of TDP-43 using aggregation prediction algorithms, Zipper DB and AMYLPRED2. The three aggregation-prone peptides identified were from N-terminal domain (24GTVLLSTV31), and RNA recognition motifs, RRM1 (128GEVLMVQV135) and RRM2 (247DLIIKGIS254). Furthermore, the amyloid fibril forming propensities of these peptides were analyzed through different biophysical techniques and molecular dynamics simulation. Our study shows the different aggregation ability of conserved stretches in structural domain of TDP-43 that will possibly induce full-length aggregation of TDP-43 in vivo. The peptide form RRM2 demonstrates the higher intrinsic amyloid forming propensity and suggests that RRM2 might form the structural core of TDP-43 aggregation seen in vivo. The results of this study would help in designing peptide based inhibitors of TDP-43 aggregation.